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" Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
If you have a Brother or Sister down and would like to get them the Free Riders
Press, NO PROBLEM, be glad to do it but it is not cheap. But a lot of people
help out by donating some coin.We here will do what we can, but with every-
body giving what they can, we will make it go along way. We all know some-
body that's down, and anything would be greatly appreciated.

Send to:  "Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
P.O. Box 156
Forest Junction, WI 54123

Attention:
It has been brought to my attention that an event that

was put in this paper caused some bikers grief. The event is
not important but it has changed the way we here at Free
Riders Press will do things. In the future, if an event, be it big
or small, places on its flyers or promo's no patches /and or
colors are permitted, then it will not be run in the calender of
events or advertised here. After talking to the event promoter
in question, I learned that he was worried about gangs in par-
ticular and not bikers in general. To me that's a legitimate
argument. But on the same token, having no colors/patches
on a flyer is not a biker friendly event.  So in conclusion, if
you have an event that�s advertised in this manner, it will not
be seen in the Free Riders Press.

Free Riders Press writers wanted!!!!!!
We here at Free Riders Press are looking for a few more good writers. From amateur to
professional, doesn�t matter. Articles of interest to this paper are anything interesting to
the riding community. Events, personal stories, poems and fiction. The only restriction I
have is that the articles or stories do not slam anyone or group personally,  and that they
are kept to a minimal on obscenity and sexual overtones. We try to run a family oriented
rag that is read by all ages. 

If you have something of interest, send it in and we'll
take a look at it. What have you got to lose! This paper is a
monthly thing so we need your submission by the 15th of the
month for next issue. 

My goal is to get this paper reader contributed,
because this is your paper! If I could print all the stories I hear
while having a cold one at the bar, well you know what I am
saying. We look forward to hearing from you all.
Ride Free, Preacher

From the Editor:
Hey all, hope your enjoying the riding time your getting in on them nice days. I got my
scoot up and running this last month. If the weather that day of my first ride was any indi-
cation of what I'm going to encounter this year, I better go buy a rain suit pronto. 

It has been said that it is a small world out there. Well I know this to be true.
My kids were out riding there bicycles when my daughter got her pants leg caught in the
chain. Well a biker stopped and gave them a hand, low and behold it was one of the Free
Riders Press readers. So a big Ye-Ha to you Gary, thanks for the assistance brother.

As you can see by the calendar this month, there is a ton of events to check out.
Call up a few friends and try to catch some of them. These functions are put on for your
enjoyment and fun. Just do me a favor (I can't stress this enough) don't drink and ride.
Here's a goal for us all, to go a whole summer without saying hi to a brother or sister in
the hospital or worse due to drinking.

Lastly, this has been a very busy month for us with all the events we're attend-
ing. And to add to all them,  we will be headed to Georgia for a wedding and mini vaca-
tion a few days before the paper is back from the printer.  Because of this, they will be
delivered a few days late.  I do apologize for any inconvenience this causes anyone.

Ride safe and we'll see you all in the wind.
Preacher


